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Case Study
The final product of development is an
application for Asteroid devices, a social
jukebox with over 20 million tracks to play from
new hits to classic albums. Once you’ve found
some favorites, add them to your Collection or
put them in a playlist. If you’re going to lose
signal, just sync to your device and listen
offline. It’s possible to follow friends, artists and
other music lovers to see what they’re playing.
Customer: French IT products manufacturer
company
Project: Mobile application for iOS and Asteroid
Market
Type: Mobile development
Requirements: The task of Elinext Asteroid
development team was to develop a mobile
application on Android (API version 10) platform
for Asteroid range devices: Asteroid Tablet and
Asteroid Smart. It was decided to assign one
developer to work on this application.
Challenge: The application should be created from
a scratch, with using a public web service API, it
should follow GUI guidelines, meet reliability and
robustness requirements, use internal MediaPlayer
application, and connect to the embedded Voice

Recognition system. The first challenge for our
developer was to implement work with public API
web server, then to organize a playback of
streaming media via media player. One of the
requirements was to encrypt all music and media
data on sd-card storage.
The second challenge for our developer was to
integrate application into internal Voice
recognition system, to have a voice search of
artists, tracks and playlists. As Asteroid device uses
a mobile internet, it should be very sensitive to
listening for network changes, should be able to
cache data and deal with connection lost during
application run.
For our designer the challenge was to rewrite a
revised vision of original design into Asteroid
platform way of GUI, to be coherent with all other
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applications. The application should support
day/night modes (to switch into inverse colors).




Solution:
A special library was created for all application
screens to have a similar view of all elements, like
listviews, and to support day/night switching
easily. Music stream downloading was organized as
two separate threads, one for current track,
second for the next one, to predict and pre-cache
next media.
Results:
The final product of the development is a fullyfunctional application for Asteroid devices. We
have overviewed the original Android application
and enriched it with the additional functionality.
The main features of the application:



Multi users accounts management – to
switch between users, store previous login,
autologin on next application start
Heavy rotation section - to browse the
most popular content for a user, their
friends or the whole site










Top charts section - to get the site-wide
most popular items for a given type
New releases section - to view new albums
released across a timeframe
Collection section - to view and play tracks
or playlists to the current user’s collection
Playlists section - to view and manage
users playlists
Search (with keeping search history) for
artists, tracks, playlists
Playing queue - to discover the current
playlist
Voice recognition - application meets a
requirements of internal voice recognition
engine, thus artists, albums and tracks
could be searched with voice
Day/night mode - switching into inverse
schema
The application was translated into 10
languages
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Region: Rdio is currently available in the United States, Canada, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Australia,
New Zealand, Germany, Spain, Portugal, United Kingdom, Denmark, Estonia, Lithuania, Finland,
Norway, Iceland, Israel, Netherlands, Belgium, Mexico, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Colombia, Chile, Czech
Republic, Sweden, Switzerland, Poland, Ireland, Italy, France, Latvia, Austria and South Africa
Industry: Entertainment
Engagement model: Dedicated cost model
Technologies: Java, Android SDK, Json, REST, Voice Recognition, Encryption
Duration: 3 months
Staff: 1 developer, 1 designer
Platforms: Android 2.3.7 platform adapted for Asteroid Tablet, Asteroid Smart
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